Communicate Your Story

Budgeting for video productions can be a challenge! Ask
someone in the industry for help and you’ll likely get the
answer… it depends.
Not very helpful when you’re planning a budget and trying to
gure out your video production costs. Maybe that’s why so
many production companies don’t advertise their prices.
This is why we have a video production budgeting guide.
This document will help break down some of the basic video
costs. While you will probably still need to contact us if you
have speci c questions, my hope is that this guide will give
you more insight into what goes into producing a video so you
know where your money is going
We’re also happy to prepare a quote for you anytime you’re
planning a budget

Stores Communicated Though Video/Audi
www.joeakestudios.com
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Joe Ake Productions

Video Production Budgeting Guid

DAY RATE
We don’t bill by the hour. We’re sometimes asked for a 1-hour
video shoot; however, customers don’t see all of the pre and
post-production activities that take place. Things like specialFX, color correcting the video in post-production, and
converting the les into something they can use. In short,
video production and editing takes a lot more than an hour
We charge by using a day rate, $1400/day, or sometimes a
half-day rate of $900. Basically, we gure out how much time
will be spent on a project (how many days), then we apply the
day rate to come up with our total cost
The most frequent question we get is how much does a 3minute video cost… or a 2-minute video… or a 60-second
video? Regardless of the video length, the answer is always…
it depends… and here’s why
Let’s use the 3-minute video as an example. The nished
video might be 3-minutes, but each 3-minute video can vary
greatly in how long it takes to produce. We’ve had 3-minute
videos that took just a few days to produce costing about
$4,000. We’ve also had a 3-minute video take nearly 2-weeks
to complete costing over $10,000.
It all depends on what has to be shot and how much time we’ll
need in post-production
Let me walk you through the process for how we breakdown
our time to help you understand it bette
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CONCEPT PLANNING
The rst thing is simply getting on the same page with the
customer to make sure we’re producing what they need to
meet their goals. At this point, we’ve likely already met with
the customer before preparing their video proposal, so this
concept planning meeting typically only takes about 30minutes to 1-hour and can be done in-person or over the
phone. We do things like
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Choose the type of video that best ts the nee
◦ About Us videos
◦ Product/Service video
◦ Testimonial videos
◦ Event video
◦ Internal communications/HR videos
◦ Or something els
Outline the approach to the vide
Discuss with customer the subject matter and raw Video
that must appear in the vide
Discuss how many on-camera interviews will be
Conducted; select interviewees and discuss plan for
Contacting and coordinating each perso
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PRE-PRODUCTIO
Next, we start to assemble all the things we’ll need during the
shoot. This can take anywhere from 1-2 hours.
Preparations include
• create any necessary shot lists (based on the concept
meeting
• prepare interview questions (based on the concept
meeting
• prepare equipment (checking/testing the camera, lights,
media cards, tripod

317-513-1763
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VIDEO SHOO
The day of the video shoot is the most obvious to people
because we’re on-site, so what we do is on display. This is a
big part of the “it depends” aspect of things. How many video
shoots will be required to capture what we need for the video
It’s talked about and decided in-advance when the video
proposal is being prepared. Sometimes everything we need to
shoot is in a single location and all available on the same day.
Perfect.
On the other hand, sometimes there are multiple locations
involved, someone critical to the video needs to be
interviewed on a different day, et cetera
As far as the shoot itself, here are some of the things we do

•

videographer visits each site to shoot everything on
the shot lis
• videographer also shoots other raw video he/she nds
relevant or bene cia
• videographer interviews predetermined peopl
Most of JoeAkeStudios videos only require a single
videographer, but there are cases where additional
resources are needed or requested. We have helped
coordinate things like additional videographers, sound
technicians, an online streaming coordinator, a
teleprompter operator, hair and makeup, et cetera. Adding
professionals like these does increase the production’s
cost
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POST-PRODUCTION
This is where a lot of the time gets spent that the customer
never gets to see. It’s the other “it depends” variable. How
much time gets spent in post-production varies depending on
the amount of raw video there is to sift through and how
complicated the story is to tell. It could take anywhere from
2-5 days in most cases. Some of the things that need to be
accomplished are

Logging Raw Video
• review all the raw video that was sho
• transcribe sound bites from interview
Script Creation
• notes regarding sound bites and raw video are
reviewe
• sound bites are selected, then arranged into story
form to create a scrip
• script is emailed to custome
• minor changes are discussed by phone, changes
requested by client are mad
Video Edit
• edit video according to the approved scrip
• relevant graphics are create
• preview video is provided to customer for viewin
• minor changes are discussed by phone, changes
requested by client are mad
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Digital les are Created and Delivered

Taking into consideration each of those phases… concept
planning, pre-production, video shoot, and postproduction… most projects take 4-5 days to complete,
costing about $5,000 – $6,00
Price is always agreed to in advance with our customers,
so they know what the cost is before production begins.
We have had a few situations where a project takes longer
than anticipated and the price has changed during the
process. In all of those cases, the customers added
shoots, or other components, and then agreed to an
accordingly addendum to the price.
Communication is the best way to avoid any potential cost
issues
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SMALL AND MID SIZE BUSINESS
VIDEOS (SMB)
We do produce videos for small and mid size business
owners with minimal marketing budgets for $1,000

Those videos are all about keeping on a very strict
production schedule. From beginning to end, the entire
production needs to take us less than a day to create the
video. We do that with a 1-hour video shoot, during which
we follow our 3-step storytelling process. We ask a string
of questions leading to answers that essentially create the
script on its own, then we edit everything together
These customers also relinquish creative control to us and
we will deliver a video that’s on-message.
They do not get a script to approve or a preview video that
allows them to ask for changes in the nal video
This cuts down on a lot of the time it takes us in postproduction.
If a customer wants editorial control in one of these low
cost videos, we recommend our full-service storytelling
instead. Our customers who have purchased our small
and mid size business videos have been thrilled with the
end result and, of course, the lower cost

.
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MAKING MULTIPLE VIDEOS
AFFORDABL
If your company produces videos on a reoccurring basis,
you might want to consider a video production retainer
A video production retainer is an agreement to perform
regular, ongoing video production services at a xed cost
for an agreed to amount of time.
In most cases the retainer provides video services at a
discounted price. A video production retainer includes
monthly reminders and quarterly planning sessions to help
keep our clients on track
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Every video production company has great cameras, good
audio gear, and pro lighting. Where we set ourselves apart
is storytelling
If you really want to grab an audience, you need to tell a
good story
We serve you by helping your website stand out, create
sharable content for your digital marketing and internal
communications campaigns, and leave viewers feeling
good about your brand, business, or organization

We’re also happy to prepare a quote for you anytime
you’re planning a budget
We hope this helps you with your budget planning

Sincerely
Joe Ak
President/Owner
Joe Ake Studios Production
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